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FROM STOCKHOLM WITH LOVE: GET READY FOR KIDS  

TO CUDDLE WITH TEDDYKOMPANIET CHERISHED TOYS 
 

Importer TriAction Toys Brings Cozy Cat, Cow and Elephant Themed Pals 

 To American Nurseries Without Fiddling With The Krona Exchange Rate 
 

Holy Springs, NC (September 29, 2020) – Say hallå to the Scandinavian line of soft toys known as 

Teddykompaniet. For a quarter of a century this family-run business has been adored in Europe with the 

instantly recognizable characters guaranteed to bring a smile and an ahhh. Teddykompaniet toys are 

cherished for quality, safety and a high coziness factor.  

 

For the first time, TriAction Toys is importing this popular European brand to American audiences with 

distribution specifically focused on independent toy stores and specialty retailers. Retailers are currently 

stocking both the Pink Cat and Cow Blankets ($14.99 each) featuring softness made for a baby’s handling. 

These small blankies act as a comforter and a plush toy with sweet facial features of a kitty or a cow. 

 

Lullabies are just a tug on the tail away with Pink Cat or Cow Musical Plush ($19.99). This kitty cat plays a 

quiet melody of a Brahms lullaby for bedtime bliss or naptime soothing. Since everyone has a favorite animal, 

Large Elephant Plush with Blanket Set ($29.99) is one of the first offerings stateside, wonderfully timed for 

Holiday 2020 giving. 

 

Safety and sustainability are a big deal in Sweden All Teddykompaniet products are manufactured according to 

Swedish and European safety standards plus they are machine washable! Eyes, noses and other plastic parts are 

tested to withstand being pulled out. Seams are tested and drag-proof (!). All materials are fire- and flame-proof 

and non-toxic. 

 

To be accepted to importer TriAction’s group of offerings, a line must be of the utmost 

quality, be fairly priced and have a unique texture or tactile element! Look for these 

five fabulous additions to the nursery or along for a car ride online at amazon.com and 

at high end specialty toy and gift shops across the country. 

 

Cow Blanket • $14.99 • Newborn+ 

This super soft blanket will be your baby’s new sleeping buddy. Teddykompaniet 

cuddly blanket characters have long dangling limbs that are easy for little hands to 

grasp. 

 

Pink Cat Blanket • $14.99 • Newborn+ 

Teething babies have permission to bite this kitty! Crafted from organic materials and 

non-toxic dyes, this cat welcomes baby’s sore gum. Tots can find relief while being 

amused with this sweet whiskered face. 
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Cow Musical Plush • $19.99 • Newborn+  

Pull this little guy’s tail and a soothing nursery hymn will 

lull baby to sleep. If cow gets more spots than usual, mom can toss 

it in the washing machine (but read instructions carefully!) 

 

Pink Cat Musical Plush • $19.99 • Newborn+ 

Meow! Kids have permission to pull kitty’s tail and await the 

sweet sounds of a classic lullaby. Parents can tie this toy to the 

crib or the stroller, providing amusement and comfort for hours. 

 

Large Elephant Plush with Blanket Set • $29.99 • Newborn+ 

A wonderful baby shower or welcome-home 

gift, this grey guy is a whimsical addition to the 

family. Babies and toddlers will fall in love 

with elephant’s long nose, floppy ears and two-

toned soft torso. 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT TRIACTION TOYS LLC 

Specialty toy retailers have a new avenue to showcase some of the most popular toys on the planet. TriAction 

Toys is the U.S. distributor for beloved European toymakers Teddykompaniet from Sweden and Les Déglingos 

from France. TriAction was founded by Chris Cofoni, a 14-year toy sales vet who became familiar with the 

specialty market while working for Melissa & Doug, Jazwares, and others. Discover all of the beautiful imports 

coming to our shores at www.TriActionToys.com. 

 

 


